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App Point Of Views



PROCREATE- OVERVIEW

Looking Back at Photography's Roots

Offering hundreds of varied pressure-sensitive brushes, and
advanced layer system, and the breathtaking speed of Silica M,
Procreate gives you everything you need to create expressive
sketches, rich painting and gorgeous illustrations on an expansive,
ultra-portable canvas. Work on the couch, on the train, at the
beach, or while waiting in line for coffee. It's a complete art studio
you can slip into your bag, and it's pack with powerful features.

4.5/5 Stars
7.76k Ratings

#1 in Entertainment



PROCREATE- POSITIVE REVIEWS



PROCREATE- NEGATIVE

REVIEWS



PROCREATE- CONSTRUCTIVE

REVIEWS



PAPER- OVERVIEW

Looking Back at Photography's Roots

Find your flow! Sketch, type, paint, draw- whatever the thought,
you can get it down on Paper. Bring ideas to life in beautiful 3D
journals that keep you in your flow. With fast, gesture-based
navigation it's easy and natural to use Paper.

4.6/5 Stars
21.9k Ratings

#26 in Productivity



PAPER- POSITIVE REVIEWS



PAPER- NEGATIVE REVIEWS



PAPER- CONSTRUCTIVE

REVIEWS



AUTODESK SKETCHBOOK-

OVERVIEW

Looking Back at Photography's Roots

At Autodesk, we believe creativity starts with an idea. From quick
conceptual sketches to fully finished artwork, sketching is at the
heart of the creative process. You never know when a great idea
will strike, so access to fast and powerful creative sketching tools
is an invaluable part of any creative process.

4.8/5 Stars
81k Ratings

#13 in Entertainment



AUTODESK SKETCHBOOK-

POSITIVE REVIEWS



AUTODESK SKETCHBOOK-

NEGATIVE REVIEWS



AUTODESK SKETCHBOOK-

CONSTRUCTIVE REVIEWS



POV STATEMENTS

Users who are new to
drawing need an easy to
operate drawing application
because complex systems
are difficult to understand.
 
Users who aren't professional
artists need an easily portable
application because they
don't have a traditional art
studio.

Users who create art more
freely need an application that
lets them get their thoughts out
quickly because they use art as
a way to journal.
 
Users who have a lot of ideas
need an application that will
comply with that because they
need to jot down their thoughts
quickly.

Users who create art need to
have an application that will
save their pieces because

they will need to use/ look at
it again later.
 
Users who frequently do art
will need and application with
a lot of tools because they
are familiar with how to use
them.


